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DOWN BUT NOT OUT
REVIVING THE PROMISE OF
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE IN
NEW YORK
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Unemployment is one of the most daunting threats to families in New
York State. Layoffs are a harsh and poignant reality in Western and
Central New York, as the region continues to struggle with the loss of its
manufacturing base and a slow transition to new growth sectors. Even
in growing parts of the state around New York City, globalization and
corporate reorganizations make steady jobs vulnerable. The state’s
growing population of working poor toils in service industries such as
restaurants and retail that are characterized by high levels of turnover,
temporary work, and periods of unemployment. And the consequences
of job loss are severe: the average jobless New Yorker is out of work for
just under six months.
Seventy-five years ago, then-Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt called a
special session of the legislature to ensure that New Yorkers would not
have to face the perils of unemployment alone. Urged on by FDR, the
state began a revolution in aid that demonstrated New Yorkers’ shared
commitment to helping hard-hit families get back on their feet. The
system inspired by Governor Roosevelt remains the state’s largest
response to economic hardship, with workers drawing $2.3 billion in
unemployment insurance (UI) checks in 2005 alone. And there is strong
evidence that the program works, enabling families to maintain their
income above the poverty level, keep food on the table, pay the rent,
and preserve hard-earned savings.
The Governor’s office will soon be occupied by an administration that has
a strong commitment to developing an economy that provides rising
living standards to all of the state’s residents. Strengthening the UI
program is a vital part of an economic revitalization agenda in Albany.
The UI program protects the state’s most important resource—its
workers—providing the support that jobless workers need as they find
ways to redeploy their skills in a constantly changing economy. UI
benefits boost communities as well, especially those hardest hit by
corporate downsizing or recessions. This impact was felt most recently
during the post-9/11 recession, when UI pumped an additional $6 billion
of spending into the state’s economy.
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But despite the vital place of the UI program in our economy, the level of
security provided by the program has declined severely in recent years.
Unemployment checks are not sufficient to meet even the basic needs of
jobless families; many deserving unemployed New Yorkers fail to collect
assistance; and the self-financing mechanism set up to fund benefits is
broken.
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 The average UI check is equal to just 28 percent of the
average worker’s paycheck, a replacement rate that is far
lower than in neighboring states. New York’s ranking on this
benefit adequacy measure has tumbled over the years, and is currently
48th of the 50 states.
 Only 41 percent of New York’s unemployed receive
unemployment benefits. This is an unacceptably low level that
pales in comparison to our neighboring states, which pay UI to 53
percent of their unemployed.
 New York State’s UI trust fund became insolvent in 2002 and
did not pay off federal loans until May 2006. In rankings
prepared by the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL), the state’s UI trust
fund solvency has ranked among the worst states before, during, and
after the last recession.
In recent years, the Pataki Administration and the Legislature neglected
the UI program to the point where the system needs urgent repair. The
law governing unemployment insurance in New York State has been
frozen since the late 1990s, and many key provisions date back to the
early days of the program. Upgrading the state’s UI program will require
improvements at multiple levels to the system: administration, benefit
laws and rules, and financing.

Provide Adequate Benefits
Core cost of living expenses such as rent, food, and transportation have
climbed throughout the state, yet UI benefit rates have remained
unchanged for the past six years. Thus, UI benefit checks are
increasingly unable to help families even tread water while they are
temporarily out of work.
Under the current scheme, regardless of how much workers earned
before they were laid off, they cannot collect more than $405, which is
the maximum weekly benefit allowed by law. Workers in New York
earned an average $977.33 per week ($50,000 per year) in 2005. Thus,
a UI benefit of $405 does not come close to replacing even half of an
average paycheck in the state. Moreover, the average unemployment
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insurance benefit of $276 per week does not meet the cost of living for a
single adult in New York City, Buffalo, or Rochester.
New York should take a comprehensive approach to improving benefits,
increasing the adequacy of benefits for middle class and low-wage
workers:
 The maximum weekly benefit amount should be increased
from $405 to $500 per week. This level would more realistically
meet the expenses of unemployed New Yorkers, and this maximum
amount is in line with the other high-cost-of-living states in the
Northeast region.
 So that benefits don’t consistently fall behind the pace of inflation, the
maximum weekly amount should be indexed to increase every year.
Thirty-two states (including all of New York’s neighbors) tie their
maximum weekly benefit to the inflationary growth of wages in the
state. New York should adopt this practice, indexing the maximum
weekly benefit amount to 55 percent of the state’s average annual
wage each year.
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 The experience of unemployment is particularly acute for low-wage
workers, who spend almost all of their paycheck on basic needs (rent,
food, housing) and quickly face distress when they lose their job. The
UI program in New York does not address the greater needs of such
laid off families, leaving low-income families at a greater disadvantage
during unemployment than in other states. In New York, a single
mother with two dependents laid off from an $8 per hour job receives
a UI check of $160 per week. An individual unemployed from a job
with an identical wage and work schedule in New Jersey qualifies for a
UI check of $213.
New York’s UI program determines the UI benefit rate from the total
amount of earnings in the worker’s most lucrative calendar quarter of
earnings (known as the “high quarter”). The normal benefit formula is
1/26th of high quarter wages, while very low-wage workers receive
1/25 th.
The UI system rules should be changed to provide more generous
income replacement to those workers who earn less than $9.50 per
hour (equivalent to $5,000 per quarter, or $20,000 for a full year’s
work.) The state should provide low-wage workers with a UI
check equal to 1/22nd of their total high quarter wages. For a
minimum wage worker, this would amount to a 14 percent increase in
the value of UI checks over the current 1/26 th rule.
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Link UI to retraining opportunities
Many jobless workers look at a layoff as a chance to rethink their career
and seek retraining. Such reskilling is a win-win proposition, benefiting
the individual and making the state’s economy more competitive.
Section 599 of New York’s UI law allows current UI claimants to enroll in
DOL-approved training programs and extend their eligibility for UI for up
to an additional six months. While this program is a very attractive
option to jobless workers in today’s economy, eligibility for benefits is
extremely limited. DOL denies 70 percent of applicants for an extension
of benefits for training. To expand access:
 The state should increase funding for 599 beyond the current
$20 million cap to $38-$50 million per year so more workers can
access the system and to give DOL more latitude to increase its
approval of claims.

THE UNEMPLOYED: MARK
Opportunity Blocked
Mark was laid off from a building
maintenance helper job. Because
job security is limited in entrylevel janitorial work, Mark sought
certification as an air conditioning
and repair mechanic.
Despite
labor market evidence of clear
gains in job security and pay that
Mark could reap by training for air
conditioning repair, his application
for a 599 extension of UI benefits
to complete a training course was
denied. Even after Mark filed an
appeal, DOL concluded that Mark
should return to his previous
occupation (which had numerous
poorly-paid openings) instead of
entering training. Not only did
Mark lose out on support in his
quest for upward mobility, New
York lost the chance to gain a
skilled worker for a demand
occupation.

 DOL administration should follow the legislative intent of the most
recent reforms to 599 that were made to enable workers to enroll “in
training to upgrade their skills and find more secure and rewarding
jobs,” even in those cases where jobless workers would be able to
return to their previous substandard occupations without skills
development. Moreover, the law should be changed so that 599 clearly
applies to individuals who are more likely to find family-sustaining
employment with retraining.
While 599 allows workers to continue collecting unemployment benefits
while in training, it does not pay for the tuition of training programs. A
number of other states have developed compelling models tied to the
UI system to generate strategic additional resources for workforce
development. The creation of a training fund linked to UI revenue is
an interesting policy option for New York to explore.

Increase access to UI benefits to part-time
workers
In 2005, 650,000 “partial UI” checks (payments that are less than the
full weekly UI benefit amount) were paid to underemployed New
Yorkers. Workers who have been cut from full-time to part-time work are
eligible for partial UI as are those who can find only part-time work after
being laid off. The purpose of partial UI is to make up for some of the
lost earnings of part-time workers.
New York uses a peculiar “effective day” system when deciding partial UI
eligibility. Reductions in the weekly benefit amount are based on the
number of days worked by part-timers and not by the amount that is
earned. The rules are so convoluted that some individuals are penalized
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for days of uncompensated work. This system serves to exclude or
reduce UI benefits for many part-timers, especially low-wage workers.
 New York should adopt the system used by the rest of the
states (and by New York’s welfare system) that determines
benefit amounts through an earned income disregard. The
disregard allows workers to keep a portion of their part-time earnings
and then subtracts out the remainder of the wages from the UI check.
 Pennsylvania law provides a model policy, disregarding an amount
equal to 40 percent of the full weekly benefit amount. Compared to
New York, such a rule would double the amount of UI benefits
provided to a $10 hour per worker who is cut from a full-time to a halftime schedule.

Make UI More Family Friendly
THE UNEMPLOYED: JULIA
The Limits of Security
Julia worked as a janitor at the
World Trade Center on the 101st
floor. After losing 20 colleagues
on 9/11, Julia was diagnosed for
post-traumatic stress disorder and
developed a great fear of working
on high floors.
When her
company only offered her new
work in another building on the
72nd floor, Julia quit to search for
work that was suitable to her
condition. Her unemployment
insurance claim was denied, and
she lost her appeal with the Board
agreeing
with
the
Labor
Department’s decision that she did
not quit with good cause.

Urgent personal and family crises can cause workers to lose their job—
and working parents are especially at risk. Working New Yorkers look to
the UI system for support as they address such issues and search for
new employment. Whether they have been laid off or have quit their job
due to family issues, workers with families face a greater strain of paying
for basic goods while they are out of work. New York’s UI program
could do a better job addressing these needs.
 Workers who apply for UI after they’ve quit their job due to a personal
or family issue can receive support if the Labor Department determines
that they had “good cause” to do so. However, New York takes a very
restrictive approach in deciding good cause cases. New York should
modify its rules and reform its practices to match other states in the
areas of unemployment caused by illness or disability, spousal
relocation, and child care problems.
 New York is the only one of our neighboring states that does not
provide an added allowance for jobless workers who have dependent
children. New York should add a modest dependent allowance ($15$25) per week to UI checks.

Return the UI Trust Fund to Solvency
UI benefits are paid out of a dedicated trust fund that is self-financed
through employer contributions. UI benefits vary widely depending on
economic conditions, with the largest payouts coming when
unemployment rises. A solvent UI trust fund has sufficient savings to
handle an unexpected increase in unemployment when the business
cycle turns south.
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New York’s UI trust fund has failed to achieve solvency over the past
decade. The U.S. Department of Labor ranked New York’s UI trust fund
as one of the least solvent in the country well before the post-9/11
recession. In 2002, the fund became insolvent, meaning that it had to
borrow funds (with interest) from the federal government and did not
regain solvency until 2006.
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Such insolvency should not have occurred. The system is set up to
recoup benefit costs by charging higher rates to those firms who lay off
the most workers, and by increasing tax rates across the board when the
trust fund balance drops. However, these self-correcting mechanisms
are not working in New York State because taxes are assessed on only a
small fraction of total payrolls.
 UI taxes are only assessed on the first $8,500 of each worker’s wages,
the taxable wage base. In 1980, nearly 40 percent of wages were
subject to UI taxes, compared to just 19 percent in 2004.
 This low taxable wage base makes it difficult for the trust fund to
recover from recessions. Despite being on the highest tax rate
schedule provided by the law, New York’s UI taxes average 0.74
percent of total wages—just 74 cents for every 100 dollars of wages
paid to employees in the state.
 The taxable wage base needs to be increased to at least
$13,800 and then indexed to inflation. This would bring the
taxable wage base up to the level it was in 1988—the last time that the
fund approached solvency.

Administer the UI Law Fairly
The state’s administration of the system should be reoriented to provide
a more level playing field to jobless workers who are seeking assistance.
In a typical year, as many as 160,000 applicants are denied
unemployment benefits. Among those cases contested by the Labor
Department, the percentage of workers receiving benefits dropped from
59 percent to 35 percent over the past 20 years. Less than a quarter of
these workers—36,000—appeal their denials, and only 9,000 prevail—
less than 10 percent of the total number of initially denied claims.
 A critical administrative issue is the treatment of immigrant workers,
who now make up 47 percent of New York City’s workforce, up from
only 16 percent in 1980. DOL should greatly improve procedures
related to limited English proficient (LEP) applicants for
unemployment insurance benefits by providing translation of
materials in additional languages and guaranteeing
appropriate translation at UI hearings.
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 The state should increase the ability of workers to get a fair
hearing when they appeal a denial of UI benefits. This can be
accomplished through public funding for legal service representatives
of workers and small businesses in UI cases.
 The long odds of success are made worse by problems with the
hearings themselves. One out of five hearings decided by
Administrative Law Judges was marred by a violation of due process
standards agreed upon in a consent decree stemming from the MLC v.
Sitkin lawsuit. The UI Appeal Board should undergo a concerted
and forthright effort to root out these violations.

Conclusion
In recent years, the UI system has spiraled downward, with benefits
becoming less adequate and the financing system less solvent. Concerns
about “protecting trust fund resources” have dominated the
administration of the system and policy discussions.
However, the state’s trust fund has benefited from the upturn in the
economy and stood at $459 million at the end of September 2006, up
from a near-zero level of $168 million a year earlier. This positive
position opens a window of opportunity to engage in a more serious
discussion of UI policy issues. With leadership from the new Governor,
there needs to be an effort to engage all parties with a stake in the
future of the UI program—labor unions, low-income communities,
business, and the legislature—in UI reform.
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Section I – The Economic Benefits of Unemployment Insurance
The driving force of Unemployment Insurance (UI) policy discussions in recent years has been
the cost of UI taxes to the state’s businesses. While business taxes are a genuine concern, this
policy debate has been one-sided. UI programs are viewed largely as a cost to business, with
little discussion of the benefits of the program to the public. This report outlines reforms that
will make the state’s UI program more accessible and more adequate. There is strong evidence
that such improvements are a wise investment, bringing impressive returns in poverty reduction
for jobless families and economic stabilization for communities.
The most authoritative recent statement of the intent of the UI program was drafted by the
federal Advisory Council on Unemployment Compensation (ACUC) a bipartisan body created by
Congress in 1993 to evaluate the adequacy of the nation’s UI system. According to the ACUC
(1996):
The related goals of the UI program are providing involuntarily unemployed workers
with adequate, temporary income replacement as well as automatically stabilizing the
economy by using accumulated trust funds to maintain consumer spending during an
economic downturn. Secondary goals include supporting the job search of unemployed
individuals by permitting them to find work that matches their prior experience and
skills, as well as enabling employers to retain experienced workers during layoffs.

Prevention of hardship
UI stands out among all of the public programs that seek to ameliorate economic hardship.
Unlike other public assistance programs (food stamps, welfare, assistance to the homeless) that
are only available to those that are already poor enough to qualify, UI benefits serve to prevent
poverty. With many working families living paycheck to paycheck, the quick temporary income
replacement provided by UI enables families to prevent acute problems like poverty, hunger
and homelessness and to preserve hard earned savings. In recent years, research has
demonstrated these positive effects.
•

UI helps prevent poverty. A recent Congressional Budget Office study examined the
income of UI recipients in 2001. Before losing their job, just 7 percent of UI recipients
had incomes below the poverty level. During a long spell of joblessness, however, UI
made the difference in preventing poverty. Several months into their unemployment, 25
percent of UI recipients were poor but poverty rates would have been twice as high (50
percent) if these families had not had this source of income.1

•

Maintaining the family’s housing. Housing stability is directly threatened by
unemployment—a national survey found that 26 percent of jobless workers in the last
recession were forced to move after they lost their job.2 Other research found that the
presence of UI reduces the chances that a worker will be forced to sell the family home
by almost one half.3

When workers are disqualified from UI, other public programs are stretched. Many jobless
workers not collecting UI have a monthly income of zero, and thus are eligible for Medicaid and
welfare. The potential cost to the state of denying workers unemployment can be seen in the

1

hypothetical case of a single mother with two dependent children who qualifies for the average
UI benefit of $276 per week, and for a minimum wage worker with no children. Not only are
welfare benefits potentially more costly, but strapped local and county governments are
required to pay a share of the welfare costs.
Table 1 – Benefit Costs Compared4
Single Mother with Two Children Getting Average UI Benefits
Welfare
UI
Welfare Grant: $691 per month
UI: $276 per week
Medicaid: $574 per month
Total: $1265 per month
Total: $1159 per month
Unemployed Minimum Wage Worker with No Children
Welfare Grant: $352 per month
UI: $140 per week
Medicaid: $268 per month
Total: $620 per month
Total: $590 per month
Source: Community Services Society Public Benefit Resource Center, 2005; Kaiser Commission on
Medicaid and the Uninsured, FY 2002; UI Quarterly Data Summary, Fourth Quarter 2005. UI benefits
converted to monthly income by multiplying weekly UI by 4.2 weeks per month.

The economic benefits of UI
Governments have a limited ability to counteract the effects of an economic recession. Even if
Congress or a State Legislature passes a spending package, it takes time for the funds to be
appropriated and spent. By this point economic conditions might have changed. Tax cuts put
money back into the hands of citizens but are inefficient because wealthier taxpayers who get
the biggest tax breaks are likely to save their money rather than spend it.
In contrast, the UI program is one of the few effective automatic stabilizers that government
provides the economy. When the economy turns down and jobs are cuts, UI benefit payouts
automatically increase and smooth out the loss of spending power. Workers spend their UI
checks quickly on consumer goods and the money ripples positively through communities. A
recent analysis by the forecasters at Economy.com compared a number of proposed
interventions in the post-9/11 recession and concluded that spending on UI was the most
efficient dollar-for-dollar way for government to spark economic growth.5
Program statistics reveal the countercyclical impact of the UI program in New York during the
post-9/11 recession. As shown in Table 2, the state UI program pumped an additional $4.12
billion back into local economies over the 3-year period when economic activity slumped after
the 9-11 attacks.6 This does not include an additional $1.78 billion of federal extended benefits
that came at no cost to the state’s UI trust fund. Thus, the state’s economy received nearly $6
billion in stimulus from the UI program, money that went from the pockets of working families
into the hands of local business owners.
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Table 2 – New York UI Benefit Payments, 2000-2003 ($Billions)

2000
2001
2002
2003

State UI
Benefits
$1.69
$2.72
$3.34
$3.12

Total Additional Benefits
Source: U.S. Department of Labor

Additional State
Benefits (Over
2000 baseline)

Federal
Extended
Benefits (TEUC)

Total Additional
Benefits

$1.03
$1.65
$1.44

$0.96
$0.82

$1.03
$2.61
$2.26

$4.12

$1.78

$5.90

UI and redevelopment upstate
UI’s economic impact is clearest in economies that go through the ups and downs of recession
and growth cycle, a curve that has been particularly pronounced in New York City. However, a
strong UI program should be a seen as positive part of the economic redevelopment of regions
of the state that have struggled through long-term stagnation. Economies in Western and
Central New York are battling structural declines in the manufacturing work that provide the
most reliable base of well-paying jobs in the region. The challenge is to preserve productive
manufacturing jobs and generate new employment opportunities in potential growth industries
like professional and scientific services, health care, education and finance.
One of the region’s best assets in making that transition is its skilled workforce. For example,
New York’s manufacturing workforce is among the most highly skilled and productive in the
country and is concentrated upstate.7 Moreover, nearly a third of upstate residents have a
college degree.8 Adequate unemployment benefits are an incentive for laid off workers to stay
in the region while they seek retraining and search for family-sustaining work. With workers in
the region less likely to find full-time employment than those in the rest of the country, UI
benefits can make sure families can make ends meet in a transitional economy.9
In Rochester, for example, Eastman Kodak, Bausch & Lomb and Xerox attracted a skilled
production and scientific workforce. As these major companies downsize, the region is counting
on its ability to attract new firms based on the presence of a skilled workforce in scientific and
technical services. A good UI system is needed to enable workers to stay put while this
development occurs. Better linking the workforce and unemployment systems will enhance the
region’s ability to maintain this competitive edge by providing jobless workers the chance to
upgrade their skills to meet the needs of new employers.
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Section II – Major Shortcomings of New York’s UI Program
The last major Albany legislation dealing with the UI system was ratified in 1999. For the past
seven years, the UI system has been left alone by the Legislature. The results of this neglect
can be seen in three key measures of the performance and stability of New York’s UI program:
•
•
•

UI benefit adequacy: Are UI benefits an adequate temporary replacement for lost
wages?
UI recipiency: How often do UI benefits get into the hands of jobless workers and
their families?
UI financing: Is the UI trust fund effectively and fairly financed?

Table 3 - Unemployment Insurance Program Indicators: New York & Neighboring States
Wage
Replacement
Average Weekly
Recipiency Rate
Rate
Benefit
New York
41%
28%
$276.05
Connecticut
45%
30%
$295.42
Massachusetts
52%
38%
$356.04
New Jersey
59%
37%
$336.04
Pennsylvania
55%
40%
$291.89
U.S. Average
36%
35%
$262.64
U.S. Department of Labor, UI Quarterly Data Summary, 4th Quarter 2005

Average High Cost
Multiple
0
0.57
0.25
0.32
0.14
0.44

Table 3 compares New York’s UI program on these key measures. On several of these
indicators, New York State is above the national average. However, the national average
includes low standard of living states like Mississippi, Louisiana and Alabama that pay UI
benefits to as little as 20 percent of their jobless population and whose unemployment benefits
top out at a maximum of around $200 per week.
New York’s political values and economy are far different than these Southern states. A more
apt comparison for the Empire State is represented by the four major states that border New
York (Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Massachusetts). While each of these states
has pockets of poverty and economic distress, they each have economies that have been
historically characterized by above average wages and high costs of living. As shown by Table
3, each of these states has responded by providing above average UI benefits that meet the
economic realities of workers in these states. New York stands out as having failed to meet
these standards.

UI Benefit Adequacy: The value of UI checks has steadily eroded
Workers count on UI checks to cushion the blow of job loss on their family budget. The best
measure of benefit adequacy is wage replacement. If UI benefits replace too small a portion of
worker’s paychecks, they won’t cover essential items in family budgets like food, housing and
transportation.
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The standard measure of UI benefit adequacy compares the average weekly UI benefit amount
received by the unemployed to the average weekly wage of all workers. In 2005, the average
weekly UI benefit in New York was $276 per week, just above the national average of $263.
However, New York has one of the highest costs of living and some of the highest wages in the
country, at $977 per week at the end of 2005. This gives New York a replacement ratio of 28.2
percent, which ranks 49th out of the 53 UI jurisdictions.10 Other states in the Northeast region
also have high wages and a high cost of living, but pay higher average weekly UI benefits.
Figure 1 tracks New York’s UI wage replacement ratio over time as compared to the national
average. In the early years of the program, all of the nation’s programs started out with a
replacement rate of 40 percent. In the last several decades, New York’s UI wage replacement
ratio has consistently dropped, while the national average has remained steady at around 36
percent.
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Figure 1 – Wage Replacement Provided by Unemployment Insurance

Source: US Department of Labor ETA Financial Handbook 394

Why are New York’s UI benefits so consistently inadequate? UI benefits are calculated as
1/26th or 1/25th of a worker’s highest quarterly wages, in order to give claimants half of what
they were making per week during their best quarter. However, these benefits are capped at
just $405 per week, meaning that most workers don’t get even half of their prior weekly
paycheck in UI. In addition, other states provide more generous UI benefits to low-wage
workers or unemployed individuals with dependent families.
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UI Recipiency: New York’s falling status as an accessible program
The UI recipiency rate is published by the U.S. Department of Labor. It compares the levels of
insured unemployment (jobless workers receiving UI checks) to the level of total unemployment
(all jobless workers regardless of UI receipt).11 The recipiency rate is the best single measure
of accessibility of UI benefits to the unemployed. A strong UI program provides a UI check to at
least half of all the unemployed. New York has not achieved this standard in any of the past 25
years; 21 states have had recipiency rates of 50 percent or higher in at least one year over that
period.12
In 2005, the state’s UI recipiency rate was 41 percent (ranked 13th in the country). This makes
New York’s UI program the least accessible of any of the states in the region—New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Connecticut and Massachusetts. As shown in Figure 2, New York’s UI
program used to be on par with other nearby states, as New York’s recipiency rate only trailed
these neighbors by a few percentage points each year in the decade between 1984 and 1995.
After 1995, the gap grew and has consistently been 10-20 percentage points per year.
Figure 2 – Percent of Jobless Workers Receiving Benefits:
New York and Its Neighboring States
New York

Average: NJ, PA, CT, MA
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Source: U.S. Department of Labor

What has caused this gap to grow in recent years? A state’s recipiency rate turns on numerous
factors, including industrial mix, regional differences and, most relevant to this paper, state UI
program policy and administration. Unlike New York, these neighboring states have made active
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changes to ensure that their state systems evolve along with the changing needs of the
workforce.

UI Financing: New York has been unable to maintain trust fund solvency
UI is a self-financing system, with benefits paid for by a dedicated tax that is deposited in the
state’s UI trust fund (held in the federal treasury). In order to be able to pay out benefits
during a recession, each state needs to build up trust fund reserves during good economic
times in order to save for a rainy day.
This basic financing principle has been violated by New York State. Over the past 15 years,
benefits paid have exceeded taxes by $4.5 billion, taking the trust fund balance down from $2.5
billion in 1990 to a deficit of $0.36 billion by the end of 2005 (the fund has entered the black
and is likely to end 2006 with a positive balance). As a result, the state was forced to borrow
from the federal government to pay UI benefits starting in 2002 and employers have been
subject to federal tax penalties due to the state’s failure to pay its loans back. As detailed in
the financing section of this paper, New York failed accepted measures of UI trust fund
solvency well before the 9/11 attacks—indicating a structural problem in UI finance.
Figure 3 – New York Year-End UI Trust Fund Balance (Billions of Dollars)
1990-2005
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UI Administration: Increasingly unfavorable to workers
In 2004, 160,000 New Yorkers were denied UI benefits.13 The main reason that UI claims are
contested and denied is the reason for job loss, known as a “separation issue” in UI parlance.
Laid off workers pass the separation test. However, a worker dismissed for cause can be
denied UI if the state finds that the reason for dismissal rises to the level of misconduct.14
When a worker quits, the burden is on the UI applicant to show he or she had a compelling
reason to do so (good cause).15 Taken together, 100,000 of the 160,000 denials are due to
separation issues.
Figure 4 tracks the approval rate in just those claims contested by DOL for separation issues.
Twenty years ago, workers were still likely to claim benefits even if the circumstances
surrounding their job separation were questioned, as 59 percent prevailed. Today, the odds are
dramatically changed—once a separation issue is raised, claimants are likely to be denied UI. In
2004, just 35 percent of separation issues ended up with the claimant being approved for UI.
Employers avidly seek to minimize unemployment charges by contesting the circumstances of
job loss and Figure 4 indicates that the pendulum has swung in their favor.
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Note: Limited to Separation issues (dismissal for misconduct and voluntary quits).
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, ETA 218 data16
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Labor Department, 1984-2005

Section III – Key Policies to Improve the UI Safety Net
Chapter 1 – Providing Adequate Unemployment Benefits
Since the 1950s, replacing half of prior wages has been recognized as the adequate weekly
level of insurance for unexpected unemployment—enough to pay for necessities but not so
much as to discourage re-employment. As pointed out above, New York’, UI replacement rate
is among the lowest in the nation, with the average weekly check equal to just 28 percent of
average weekly wages in the state.
In a state where basic expenses like rent and transportation are increasing, temporarily
unemployed families cannot realistically live on such a small percentage of their former income.
A single adult living in Brooklyn, for example, requires $1,800 per month just to meet the most
basic expenses for housing, food, transportation and health care.17 The average weekly UI
benefit amount of $276 per week ($1,152) in New York State does not cover these expenses, or
even food and rent, for a single adult in Manhattan. Likewise, the average UI benefit is not
sufficient to meet such basic expenses in upstate metropolitan areas like Buffalo and Rochester,
where a single adult would need at least $1,395 or $1,455 per month, respectively, to get by.18
Obviously, a family with one or two children has expenses that are hundreds of dollars more
per month.
For the program to provide a respectable form of social insurance, benefits must be better
aligned with the economic realities of working families. There are a number of steps that the
state can take to provide families with the support sufficient to meet basic needs.

Increasing the maximum weekly benefit amount
Regardless of how much a worker earned before being laid off, he or she can collect no more
than $405 in UI benefits, the maximum weekly benefit allowed by law. Workers in New York
earned an average $977.33 per week ($50,000 per year) in 2005. A UI benefit of $405 does
not come close to replacing even half of an average paycheck in the state.
New York’s maximum UI benefit was last increased in 1998 and 2000, from a previous level of
$300 to $365 in 1998 and then to the current $405 cap in 2000. The real value of the
maximum UI benefits has declined to $345 per week in 2000 dollars, and this 15 percent
decline will only get worse as inflation continues to climb.19 This decline is felt by families that
depend on UI – it means that UI checks cover less of the rent, buy less food and pay for less
gas or public transportation needed to look for jobs and so on.
In order to avoid falling further behind in benefit adequacy, New York’s maximum weekly
benefit will have to be increased significantly in the coming years. Given the increase in cost of
living and wages since the last benefit adjustment, the maximum weekly benefit should be at
least $500 per week. Historically, New York has enacted a benefit increase only once every
few years. An increase to $500 accounts for the decline in the purchasing power of UI checks
that has already occurred, and would allow unemployment assistance to sustain its value as
costs continue to increase in coming years.
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Table 4 illustrates that all four of New York’s neighboring states pay benefits that are more
appropriate to a high wage economy. This table reveals that a maximum UI benefit of $500 or
more would not be out of line. Three of New York's neighboring states already pay (give or take
a few dollars) $500 per week in UI benefits to childless adults, and many states (unlike New
York) provide a higher maximum to families with dependents.
Table 4 – Maximum Weekly UI benefits: New York and Its Neighboring States

Maximum Weekly
Benefit: Family with
no Dependents
(Jan 2006)

Maximum Weekly
Benefit with
Dependents
(Jan 2006)

Benefits Indexed
to Increase
Yearly

New York

$405

$405

NO

Connecticut

$465

$540

YES

Massachusetts

$528

$778

YES

New Jersey

$521

$521

YES

Pennsylvania
$497
$505
YES
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Significant Provisions of State Unemployment Insurance Laws,
January 2006

Increasing the UI benefit to $500 would entail a significant cost to the system but not as large
as might first appear. NELP’s cost estimate methodology based on data on New York’s program
provided by the U.S. Department of Labor appears in the Appendix. In short, a 20 percent
increase in the maximum weekly benefit amount would lead to a 9 percent or $211 million
dollar increase in benefit payments.

Indexing
The best and fairest way to ensure that UI benefits keep up with the needs of jobless families is
to automatically adjust the maximum UI benefit every year. Most states (32) index their
maximum weekly benefit amount to a fixed percentage of the state’s average annual wage. For
example, Pennsylvania sets its maximum weekly benefit amount at 66 and 2/3 percent of the
state’s average weekly wage. New Jersey and Connecticut use a similar 55 percent formula in
setting their benefit amounts. The bipartisan Advisory Council on Unemployment
Compensation (1995) recommended that the maximum weekly benefit equal two thirds of the
state’s average weekly wages.
New York would do well to emulate the policies of New Jersey and Connecticut, both of which
use a 55 percent index. Under such an index policy, the maximum UI benefit for calendar year
2006 would have been equal to the 55 percent of the average weekly wage of workers as of
June 2005. With the average weekly wage in New York equaling $973 in 2005, the maximum
weekly benefit amount would have been $498 in 2006. As shown in Table 4, that amount
would have been very competitive with neighboring states. Given current wage growth trends,
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the maximum weekly benefit amount would increase by about $20 per year under a 55 percent
indexing formula.
New York’s UI Benefit Formula Explained
Because employers report their wages on a quarterly basis, UI benefits are based on the
total amount earned in the quarter. Like most states, New York’s UI program bases its UI
benefits on the calendar quarter with the highest earnings in the year (known as the high
quarter). The base formula in New York provides UI benefits equal to 1/26th of the high
quarter—which is equal to ½ of average weekly wages for workers—up to a maximum of
$405 per week.

Improving wage replacement for unemployed low-wage workers
Low-wage workers spend a greater proportion of their earnings on basic necessities. Moreover,
such individuals face greater challenges when they are laid off because they are less likely to
have savings. In 2002, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, low-income families spent 52
percent of their income on food and housing compared to high income families, who spent just
42 percent. The UI benefit system should recognize this reality by providing UI checks that
replace a greater proportion of low-wage paychecks.
New York also lags behind its neighboring states and the rest of the nation in terms of wage
replacement for low-wage workers. NELP conducted an original analysis that compared UI
benefits in different states for a hypothetical single mother with two dependents who was laid
off from a full-time $8 per hour job. As with the maximum weekly UI benefit, New York trails
its neighbors with regard to wage replacement for low-wage workers. Under New Jersey rules,
for example, such a family would receive $213 per week in UI compared to just $160 in New
York. This difference—more than $200 per month—would make a huge difference in the ability
of such a low-income family to maintain its living standards while on UI.
New York did already take a step in the right direction with legislation in 2000 to modestly
increase the wage replacement rate for the lowest wage workers. Workers who earn less than
$3,575 in their high quarter qualify for UI benefits that are equivalent to 1/25th of their high
quarter wages instead of 1/26th.20 For someone earning the minimum wage and working full
time, this policy increases UI benefits by $6 per week ($135.00 to $140.40). While this change
embraced the principle that the UI program should respond to the greater needs of low-wage
workers and their families, it did not add enough support or reach enough low-wage workers to
make a meaningful difference.
•

Apply a more favorable formula to all workers who earn less than $9.50 per
hour. All workers who earn $5,000 or less in their highest calendar quarter should
benefit from a more favorable formula than the standard 1/26th of high quarter wages.
This cut off roughly represents the bottom 25 percent of the state’s workforce.

•

Make the formula more generous: The benefit formula for low-wage workers should
be increased to 1/22nd of high quarter wages. This would increase the weekly benefit of
a full-time minimum wage worker by $18 per week.
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•

Eight states already provide similarly responsive formulas for low-wage
workers: Colorado, Georgia, Hawaii, Kentucky, Maine, New Jersey, Oregon, Rhode
Island all pay benefits that are at least this generous to workers at these wage levels.

This change could be made at a modest cost to the UI trust fund, because these workers’
benefits are low. NELP estimates that the change would increase total system benefits by 1.75
percent per year over current expenditures. See the Appendix for methodology.
Figure 5 – Weekly UI Benefit: Single Mother, with 2 Children,
Laid Off from an $8/Hour Full-Time Job
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Chapter 2 – Promoting Retraining Opportunities for the Unemployed
The UI program was designed for an industrial economy where much of the unemployment
came from temporary layoffs or furloughs when a factory shut down because demand dragged.
Because workers were likely to be reemployed in a job that required the same skills as the
previous one, retraining was not even on the radar screen of the designers of the UI program
and thus has never been a focus of the program.
A greater share of today’s unemployed needs to make a break with their past and begin a new
path. The UI program should promote access to retraining to help low-wage workers upgrade
their place in the labor market and help greater numbers of downsized workers regain their
footing in the middle class.
While the state’s UI system does not provide funds to pay for a training course, it can address a
major problem related to retraining. Numerous jobless workers would relish the chance to go
“back to school” but decide not to because they need to take a job—even a substandard one—
to make ends meet. By continuing the payment of UI benefits to workers enrolled in training,
UI would allow working families to achieve these dreams.
Section 599 of the UI law has the potential to address this need. It allows current UI claimants
to enroll in DOL-approved training programs and extend their eligibility for UI benefits beyond
the 26 week maximum (for up to six additional months). In addition, DOL waives the normal
requirement that UI claimants must look for a new job and take a job offered to them—which
allows them to focus on successfully finishing the training program.

Reforming 599
However, it is far too difficult for workers to get support from 599 while they access retraining,
due to problems with the set up of the program, its funding and its administration.
By law, to be approved, a course must upgrade an existing skill or train the claimant for an
occupation that will lead to more regular long-term employment. Alternatively, claimants can
be eligible for 599 if employment opportunities in the claimant’s industry are “substantially
impaired” and the claimant won’t be able to find work without training.21 If approved, a worker
can receive up to 26 additional weeks of unemployment benefits in order to complete the
course.
DOL takes a very narrow view of the scope of 599. In 2005, DOL approved only 29 percent of
applications for 599 training. This represents a major decline from a 43 percent approval rate
in 2004.22 The experiences of advocates, and a review of case decisions, show that DOL bases
its decision primarily on whether an individual’s occupational opportunities are impaired
(meaning there are few new openings in his or her field) rather than the other criteria. This
trend runs counter to the legislature’s purpose when it expanded the definitions for approval in
1987 to allow for approvals for workers who did not fit the standard definition of impairment
(not being able to find a job in their previous field) but who could obtain more “secure and
rewarding employment” after being retrained:
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Many UI recipients have occupations where turnover is very high or the level of job security,
compensation and satisfaction is very low. Because of current UI laws requirement that a worker
take a suitable job when offered, which by definition would include the type of job they previously
held, many unemployed workers in these categories of work are often forced to take jobs in the
same field….This bill allows them to enroll in training to upgrade their skills and find more secure
and rewarding jobs.23

Current administration of the law misses this legislative intent as illustrated by Mark’s case.
BLOCKING ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY – MARK’S UI EXPERIENCE
Mark was laid off from a building maintenance helper job where he assisted with cleaning,
boiler, lights and air conditioning. Because job security is limited in entry level janitorial work,
Mark sought certification as an air conditioning repair mechanic.
Official DOL reports show the stark difference between the quality of the two jobs. With respect
to building cleaning workers, DOL states that the occupation is characterized by “limited
opportunities for advancement, low pay and high incidence of only part-time or temporary
work.” The outlook for heating, air conditioning and refrigeration mechanics and installers is
nearly opposite: “Job prospects are expected to be excellent, particularly for those with training
from an accredited technical school,” with wages averaging over $34,860 per year compared to
$18,750 for building cleaners.24 Air conditioning repair job openings in New York City are
expected to increase by 17 percent over the next years, a rate of growth that is double that of
building cleaners, 9 percent.25
Despite the clear gains that Mark by training for air conditioning repair, his application for 599
was denied. When his lawyer presented the evidence above at a hearing, the judge found that
Mark’s old occupation “building cleaners” had hundreds of openings. Because his prior
application was not impaired (in terms of openings), Mark should simply return to his poorquality line of work. This interpretation ignored the powerful enhancement in job security (fulltime versus part-time work) and quality (pay) that training could bring Mark. Mark was likely to
need UI again if the future if he returned to the topsy-turvy building cleaning field, thus denying
599 was short-sighted by DOL. More importantly, this decision was a clear example of how the
UI program failed to support a worker’s chance at economic security and upward mobility.
DOL has been pushed towards this restrictive view because of the limited funds available—only
$20 million per year can be paid to workers in the form of extended benefits. In 2004, there
was an 8 month waiting list for a 599-provided extension. That meant that if a claimant
exhausted his or her regular state benefits in September, he or she could only receive an
extension if still involuntarily unemployed and enrolled in a training program in July. In order to
give DOL the latitude to approve a reasonable share of 599 applicants, funding needs to be at
least $38 million a year. These dollars come from the general account, so do not affect a
specific firm’s experience rating.26
Cases like Mark’s could most clearly be avoided if the law was amended to specifically support
the approval of training in cases where workers want to increase their wages rather than accept
a job that pays the same or less than their last position. Because of the narrow approach taken
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by DOL, the law should be specifically changed to allow “wage preservation” or “wage growth
towards a family sustaining wage” as rationale for a 599 approval.

Additional 599 issues
Even those workers who receive a 599 approval are not guaranteed a full 26 week extension for
training. Instead, the number of weeks of extended benefits is determined by doubling the
remaining benefit entitlement at the date of approval (up to 26 weeks). Thus, a worker
approved in the 13th week of their regular UI benefits or earlier can get a 26 week extension,
but a worker who is not approved until their 24th week would only get 4 weeks of benefits.
This system is confusing and arbitrary. A preferable method would be to guarantee the full 26
weeks of extended benefits to all claimants who inquire about training by their 16th week of
receiving UI benefits.
In addition, the training approval process should be streamlined. Currently, a worker might be
approved to receive a training voucher paid by Workforce Investment Act funds (administered
by DOL) but denied a 599 extension of their unemployment benefits (also administered by
DOL). If DOL (or Education Department or other public agency) considers a worker worthy of
receiving limited funds for retraining tuition, the worker should be approved for the
unemployment benefits he or she needs to support himself or herself through the completion of
the course. Such a policy for streamlining approval of training has been adopted by other
states.
Finally, notice of 599 is far too limited—as it is buried in the claimant handbook. Notice of 599
should be included in the phone script for workers applying for UI, and information about 599
should be disseminated through the one-stop career centers in the state.
Using the UI Trust Fund to Generate Revenues for Training
599 allows workers to get income support while they study a new field, but does not pay the
cost of the training itself. Federal funding for training has decreased in recent years, making it
difficult to serve all of the workers that could benefit from a vocational program. To make up
for the shortfall, nearly half the states use employer taxes to generate revenue for employment
and training beyond limited federal funding. In 2002, 23 states had programs that produced
$280 million for employment and training services. State funds are frequently used for gaps in
the federal training funds such as incumbent worker training and also for specific sectors hard
hit by job loss or suffering skill shortages.27 These programs fall into 3 categories.
 UI tax offsets (12 states). A UI tax offset describes a law in which UI payroll taxes are
decreased and a new equal tax is imposed to fund training. Thus, each employer’s total tax bill
remains the same. Some of these programs are contingent on UI trust fund solvency, only
allowing for a UI offset when funds are clearly sufficient to pay benefits.
 Separate employment taxes (8 states) are included on top of the regular UI bill to
generate dedicated resources for employment and training. These taxes are often justified on
the basis of the added value that employers get from a more skilled workforce.
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 Penalty and interest funds (4 states) use money from penalties paid by employers who
pay their taxes late and from interest on state UI funds to pay for UI training.
New York already uses these strategies to a limited extent. Revenue from the reemployment
services fund account ($35 million) supports staff at DOL’s Division of Employment Services
who help workers search for appropriate employment. New York also uses its penalty and
interest funds to support apprenticeship training ($4 million) in the state.28
In light of the workforce development needs of companies and workers in the state, New York
may look to a UI-connected funding stream to provide additional resources for training. For
example, manufacturing firms in Western and Central New York must maintain their
productivity edge if they are going to hold onto jobs in the 21st century economy. Providing
incumbent worker training grants to such firms would help to prevent unemployment and
increase tax revenues as wages increase. The overall UI trust fund will need to improve before
New York can afford a major tax offset or new separate employment tax. However, a modest
offset program (on the scale of $10-$15 million per year) could be used to start a
demonstration program that could pave the way for a more expansive system later.
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Chapter 3 – Making UI Family Friendly
Working parents are particularly vulnerable to job loss. Families need additional support when a
breadwinner loses his or her job. In addition, they should be able to turn to the UI system if a
major personal or family crisis causes the breadwinner to have an interruption in his or her
career. By augmenting weekly UI checks with a dependent benefit and by bringing quit with
good cause rules up to the best practices of other states, New York’s UI program would be a
more meaningful safety net for families.

Improving voluntary quit for good cause rules
In addition to layoffs, workers become involuntarily unemployed when family and personal
crises make it impossible for them to continue working at their current job. Workers can
benefit from UI during a search for a job that is more suitable to their personal situation. In
other cases, family breadwinners need UI to support their job search after they have resolved
their personal crises but still need a period of time to find a job once they are back in the labor
market. Women workers are far more likely than men to face unemployment because of work
and family conflicts. Because women still take on more family responsibilities, including child
and elder care, than men, they are more likely to leave jobs due to these conflicts.29
In sixteen states, including New York, state law allows workers to receive UI if they have “good
cause” for leaving a job. New York law does not restrict good cause to an employer's action and
permits compelling personal reasons as good cause. Many state laws indicate that “good cause”
is supplied for certain categories of compelling personal reasons, including illness, child and
elder care, or the transfer of a spouse or partner.
In some of the states that provide coverage generally for “compelling personal reasons,” state
courts have liberally construed this provision and allowed benefits for job separations caused by
illness, pregnancy, childcare conflicts and other reasons. In other states, including New York,
administrative interpretations have not been so generous, and UI benefits are only provided in
a limited set of situations.
New York’s restrictive interpretation of quit with good cause has been driven by court decisions
limiting the definition of compelling personal issues. For example, the court, in interpreting the
law with respect to voluntary quits based on illness, has found that a claimant voluntarily quit
her job without good cause when she relocated due to her mother’s illness, because the mother
did not require constant care. 30 The Board has also held that a worker must first notify his or
her employer of the illness, supply medical evidence deemed sufficient, request a (presumably
unpaid) leave of absence and an accommodation to his or her condition before quitting a job to
care for a sick relative.31 Similarly, the Appellate Board decisions on childcare establish that a
person may not leave work unless her care is “necessary,” and unless she pursues alternatives,
including a leave of absence, offered by the employer.32
New York’s decision-making on issues related to “good cause” could be improved by
development of rules specifying the circumstances under which “good cause” can be found.
Small legislative changes are also in order. These administrative and legislative changes could
both codify administrative policies or case law rules, and offer guidance that would expand
access to UI benefits for workers, especially women and families.
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1. Define necessary separations.
At least half of the states have provisions in their law that cover illness and disability that
prevents a claimant from performing his or her present work but would not prevent him or her
from doing other kinds of work. In New York, in most cases of job separation due to illness or
disability, claimants are required to provide evidence that a medical doctor directed them to quit
their job because of their condition. This is an unreasonably high bar. Most medical
professionals are hesitant to give such directive advice because they don’t have detailed
knowledge of the work site conditions. It is DOL’s responsibility to evaluate both the medical
evidence and information from the employment to determine whether the situation was urgent
enough to merit a job separation. Take the following case:
LIMITED SECURITY – JULIA’S UI EXPERIENCE
Julia worked at the World Trade Center as a janitor for over 20 years. On September 11,
Julia left the 101st floor of the WTC at about 1 am. The next day she learned that the
offices she cleaned for over 20 years on the 101st floor had disappeared and 20 of her
colleagues had perished as well. After 9/11, Julia was diagnosed with post-traumatic
stress disorder and was afraid to work on high floors. Her employer offered her work
after 9/11 cleaning the offices at the Chrysler building on the 72nd floor, but she quit
because of her condition to look for more suitable work.
Julia applied for and was denied UI because DOL of Labor decided she had no good cause
to quit her job. They made this determination because the doctor’s note did not indicate
that she needed to quit her job for 9/11 medical related reasons. Although represented
by Legal Services, Julia lost her appeal at both the ALJ and UI Appeal Board level.
By ruling against workers in such illness-related cases, DOL has equated “good cause” with
“medical necessity,” a standard that is nowhere to be found in the statute. A better process
would simply allow a separation where medically reasonable, when the claimant notifies his or
her employer of the reason, and allow the Department to request documentation of the
condition, if it deems that necessary.
2. Define “reasonable precautions” that a claimant must take to avoid job separation.
The requirement that an individual be ready to accept an unpaid leave of absence as a
prerequisite to UI eligibility creates an undue burden on families where a family member must
leave work due to disability, injury or childcare duties. Such an approach requires families to be
willing to accept a perhaps lengthy unpaid leave of absence as an alternative to job separation.
A better approach would require only that an individual notify the employer of the family
situation and accept an accommodation reasonable to the family’s circumstances. In some
situations, a short leave of absence—for example, to locate childcare—may be appropriate. In
others, a lengthy unpaid leave—for example, to care for an ill family member—is entirely
inappropriate.
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3. Improving voluntary quit determinations through legislative proposals.
New York law should be amended to delete § 593(1) (b), which disqualifies claimants who
voluntarily leave employment “due to claimant’s marriage.” Only four states have such
disqualifications, and the inclusion of this section contradicts state law on job separations that
allow for family reunification, leading one Appellate Board decision to state that claimants who
leave their jobs to follow their spouse or partner must demonstrate that they have good cause,
aside from maintaining the marital relationship, to do so.33 Maintaining a family relationship
should be adequate cause for a worker to move with a spouse or partner.
While the balance of the changes outlined here may be made as administrative rules, this
document will also outline recommendations that make these changes in New York legislation.
The recommended changes are in the Appendix.

Provide additional unemployment benefit support to families with dependents
Some states provide a supplemental UI benefit to recognize the financial hardships that families
with children face when a wage-earner is unemployed. UI benefits too often are insufficient to
provide for the needs of the children in low-income families with children that struggle to make
ends meet even in good times. The added basic expenses faced by families are numerous –
including spending on food, clothing, health care and education.
Thirteen states, plus the District of Columbia, address these special hardships by augmenting
the UI checks of such workers with a dependent allowance. Dependent benefits are generally a
modest increment to weekly UI benefits. The allowances typically range from $8-$25 per
dependent, per week. New Mexico was the latest state to add a dependent benefit to their
system, passing a $15 per dependent allowance in 2003.
The idea of calculating unemployment benefits based on the number of dependents may seem
to run counter to the core idea that UI benefits are a work-based benefit based on earnings and
not a social welfare system based on need. In reality, tax and welfare policy have already
blurred these lines. For example, the Earned Income Tax Credit is determined on the basis of
both the amount of earnings and the number of dependents in a family. Standard payroll tax
deductions are based on the number of children, so net pay differs depending on the number of
dependents that a worker supports.
UI should follow a similar logic. With rising costs for basic expenses, families bear the greatest
burden of insufficient wage replacement. Dependent allowances would be a way for the state’s
unemployment system to protect children from the vagaries of the economy. Additionally, they
would reward the work effort of low-income families with a more meaningful safety net.
A dependent benefit policy could be structured in a way that ensures that UI benefits “do not
become too much like welfare” and limit the trust fund’s exposure. For example, Massachusetts
limits the total amount of dependent benefits to ½ of each worker’s weekly benefit amount.
And Iowa and Maine, states that pay dependent allowance, only provide it to families in which
neither spouse is fully employed.
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Chapter 4 – Increasing Part-time Worker Eligibility for UI

Many workers are underemployed—working less than full time even though they desire
full-time work. The UI program recognizes two forms of underemployment as partial
unemployment. Partial unemployment occurs when an employer cuts down the hours of
a worker from full- to part-time because of lack of work (in other words, a partial
layoff). It also occurs when a worker is separated from a full-time job and is only able
to find part-time employment even though they desire full-time employment.
Particularly in distressed parts of the state, underemployment is common as laid off
workers are unable to find suitable replacement employment. 650,000 partial UI checks
were paid out to these New Yorkers in 2005.
New York handles partial unemployment in a peculiar way, unique among all of the states. In
New York, partial or total unemployment is calculated using a concept known as “effective
days” of unemployment. Once a worker works for any portion of one day of the week, that
worker is considered to be “not totally unemployed.” Other states base their definition on
partial unemployment on earnings, rather than days of work.34 New York’s policy has perverse
effects. For example, a laid off worker who has a sideline business will be disqualified from
receiving UI because he or she is not totally unemployed—even if the worker receives no
income and is looking for a new full-time job.35 Even unemployed workers who happen to be
unpaid members of nonprofit boards of directors have faced disqualifications under this rule.36
Table 5 demonstrates how the partial unemployment rule works. A worker who has no work
for any of the seven days of the week is considered to have 4 effective days of unemployment
in a week. If a worker works for any part of one day of the week, that worker is counted as
having only 3 effective days of unemployment and his or her weekly benefit amount is reduced
by 25 percent. Once a worker works on any portion of 4 days of the week, his or her UI benefit
is reduced to zero.
Table 5 – New York’s Partial Unemployment Law37
Days of
Unemployment in a
Days Worked in the
Week
Effective Days
Week
7
4
0
6
3
1
5
2
2
4
1
3
3
0
4
Source: N.Y. LABOR LAW § 590.3 and § 523

Portion of Weekly Benefit
Amount Received
full
3/4
1/2
1/4
0

The system has many built-in inequities, especially for low-wage workers. A well paid worker
who works a single day at $20 per hour and earns $160 in a day would still have 3 effective
days and keep ¾ of his or her weekly benefit amount. On the other hand, a low-wage worker
who finds 20 hours of work over 4 days earning $8 per hour (also earning $160) would be
classified as having zero effective days and receive no UI benefits.
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In other states, partially unemployed workers are allowed to earn up to a defined earning cap
and still collect UI. In determining the partial UI benefit amount, workers are allowed to keep a
minimum amount of their wage earnings through an earned income disregard. The more
prevalent scheme is likely to be unfamiliar to those who are only experienced with New York’s
UI system, and can best be explained by example.
Pennsylvania provides partial unemployment benefits to workers who earn less than 140
percent of their weekly benefit amount and allows for an earned income disregard of 40 percent
of the weekly benefit amount. Comparing the treatment of New Yorkers and Pennsylvanians for
a hypothetical worker who earns $10 per hour and is cut from full-time to half-time work ($200
for 20 hours over 3 days), we find:
•

Pennsylvania: The earned income disregard is equal to $84 (40 percent of $210).
Thus the unemployment benefits are reduced from the full $210 possible by the amount
earned per week minus the disregard of $84. With the disregard in effect, benefits are
only reduced by $116, the $200 earned minus $84. In this case, the worker would
receive a $94 partial UI check plus the $200 he or she had earned during the week.

•

New York: A claimant working 3 days would only have 1 effective day of
unemployment and thus would only qualify for 25 percent of his or her weekly benefit
amount of $200, or $50 per week. This is only about half as much as the same worker
in Pennsylvania would receive.

The difference between the states would be most extreme for those workers who are partially
employed over 4 days, who receive $0 in unemployment benefits based on New York’s formula.
The best choice for New York would be to scrap the outmoded effective day system, switch the
definition of partial unemployment to one based on earnings and calculate partial
unemployment benefits based on an income disregard.

End unfair disqualifications of educational part-time workers from UI
One group of part-time—or, more accurately, part-year—workers is especially heavily hit by
restrictive state eligibility policies. These are workers affected by New York State Labor Law §
590.11, which disqualifies school employees between two school terms from receiving UI
benefits for the time that they are laid off.
The provision affects not only professors and researchers, but cafeteria workers, school bus
drivers and other low-wage workers who are left to fend for themselves when their labor is not
needed over the long academic vacation periods. For example, only the most senior dining hall
employees at Cornell University have work between mid-May and mid-August of each year. Yet
New York law denies them unemployment benefits as long as they have “reasonable assurance”
that they will again be employed in the fall. Since these workers expect to be employed after
the three-month layoff, but are absolutely without income during that time, they face a
Herculean annual task of ferreting out employers and employment that will allow them to
maintain their families, but terminate after three months.
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A related problem is professional employees, such as adjunct professors, who routinely receive
illusory job offers. The offers to these individuals often say that they may have a job after a
term is up, depending on enrollment, funding and program changes. In reality, this is no offer
at all, but it is sufficient to disqualify them from UI benefits.
Amendments to the Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA) passed in 1991 give the states the
option of providing unemployment benefits to nonprofessional school employees between
academic terms. New York could restore UI eligibility to these low-wage workers by repealing
Section 590.11. For adjunct professors, the federal law allows for a slightly different law
change. For them, a stricter definition of “reasonable assurance,” including that a person is
presumed not to have “reasonable assurance” under an offer that is conditioned on enrollment,
funding, or program changes, would allow for eligibility in more realistic situations than they
now face.
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Section IV – Fair Administration of the UI Program
Chapter 1 – Key Administrative Changes
Many workers eligible for UI benefits lose out on assistance because of problems accessing
benefits or because they are not aware they are eligible. This section outlines some of the key
steps that could be taken to facilitate applications for UI benefits and ensure that eligible
workers are not unfairly denied assistance.

Greater access for limited English proficient speakers
According to census data, there are approximately 1.6 million working age people in New York
classified as limited English proficient (LEP), and half of these speak languages other than
Spanish.38 Workers should be able to speak their primary language when interacting with DOL
regarding their UI claims and to receive written information from DOL in their main languages.
Most specifically, Title VI of the federal Civil Rights Act expresses a national policy in favor of
providing access to UI benefits to limited English proficient (LEP) individuals.
The immigrant community has been engaged in extensive advocacy to ensure that DOL abides
by this principle. As a result, DOL has made several important changes to serve speakers of
languages other than Spanish or English:39
•

Most initial UI applications are now made by phone. Claimants are now greeted with
prompts in English, Spanish, Cantonese, Mandarin, Haitian-Creole and Russian. If
claimants do not press any button, the system is set to move them to a third-party
interpretation service that can handle additional languages.

•

Claimant handbooks have now been translated into Russian, Haitian-Creole and Chinese
(in addition to Spanish). Claimants that are flagged as speaking these languages are
sent copies of these handbooks. In addition, DOL has translated key written notices into
these languages that will be in circulation by the end of 2006.

•

Telephonic interpretation is now provided at appeals hearings.

Each of the changes described above represent a genuine improvement from the practices used
by DOL five years ago. However, DOL must still address several important issues before it can
say that it provides equal access to UI to workers regardless of their native languages:
•

DOL should translate documents into additional languages
First, DOL and the Appeal Board should make materials available in more than just four
languages beyond (Spanish, Haitian-Creole, Russian and Chinese). These languages only
represent a slice of the linguistic diversity in New York. DOL should develop a translation
policy that recognizes the range of languages spoken by workers now served by the UI
program.
There are numerous models on which New York can base a fair process to choose which
languages should receive priority service. For example, in Massachusetts, UI notices are
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translated into English, Spanish, Chinese, Haitian-Creole, Italian, Portuguese,
Vietnamese, Laotian, Khmer, Russian and any other language that is the primary
language of at least 10,000 or 1/2 of 1 percent of all residents of the commonwealth.40
Census 2000 data computed on a statewide basis in New York show that English,
Spanish, Chinese, Italian, Russian, French, French-Creole, Yiddish, Polish, Korean,
German and Hindi-Urdu are the primary language for 0.5 percent of the state’s
residents. New York City Council Local Law 73 provides another model. The law, which
applies only to the city’s Human Resources Administration, requires all social service
documents to be translated into Arabic, Chinese, Haitian-Creole, Korean, Russian or
Spanish.
A final part of a full translation policy is to insert “tag lines” for other languages that fall
short of the penetration requiring full translation of document. Tag lines are short
sentences written in a native language that direct claimants to translation services that
can help them apply for UI benefits in their own language. Such tag lines should be
inserted into every document.
•

The Appeal Board must follow through on its commitment to provide in-person
translation at Appeal Board hearings
The Appeal Board has adopted an official policy to provide interpretation at hearings.
The policy directs Administrative Law Judges to provide an in-person translator to
claimants who request one in advance, and telephone interpretation to any claimant
who appears at a hearing needing interpretation. However, most claimant
representatives who request an in-person translation in a language other than Spanish
or Chinese find that no translator is present at their hearing. Such claimants have to
settle for inferior telephonic interpretation or a hearing conducted in English even when
they do not understand the proceedings.
Claimants with translation issues are forced to appeal the case up the chain to the UI
Appeal Board, a circuitous step normally reserved for issues of law. Thus problems with
translation frequently lead to a delay in the receipt of benefits for up to an additional 6
months after the hearing.

•

Good cause for failure to certify because of language problems
Once UI claimants have qualified for UI benefits, they must certify that they are
unemployed and looking for work each week in order to continue receiving UI checks. If
a claimant does not certify for a week of unemployment, his or her claim is frozen and
they have to restart their claim. The call-in line for this function only greets callers in
English and Spanish and only provides instructions in these two languages. LEP
claimants are frequently confused by the touch-tone instructions on these menus. Until
this is fixed, workers who experience language difficulties in certifying should be paid UI
for any weeks of unemployment they missed.

Fund legal service providers for UI claimants and small businesses
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Many UI claimants who are declared ineligible for UI could qualify if accurate details about the
reasons behind their unemployment were explained. One reason that workers are unable to tell
their story effectively is that an attorney or advocate rarely represents them.
While private attorneys have virtually no economic incentive to take on UI cases, some
claimants do secure representation through free programs. Anecdotal information from these
programs indicates that they can make a big difference in the success of workers at UI appeal
board hearings. Providers indicate that represented claimants win more than half of their
cases, as compared to just a quarter of claimants in general cases. This coincides with
systematic research conducted in other states that shows an increase in the success rate of
claimants when they are represented—for example a unique study of Ohio cases found that 45
percent of represented claimants won their appeals compared to 34 percent of unrepresented
claimants. Representation had no effect in employer cases, which were won 67 percent of the
time.41 Thus, representation serves to level the playing field and achieve fairer administration of
the UI law.
Several states have set up programs to provide free legal representation. Michigan’s Advocacy
Program enlists 100 independent contractors who take cases for both jobless workers and small
employers. 7,500 workers and 4,500 small businesses were assisted by the program in 2005,
with services including information, consultation and representation.42 Illinois’ Legal Services
Program contracts with legal service providers to assist claimants and small employers, defining
such employers as those with fewer than 20 employees.
Public funding for UI representation in New York has recently begun. In 2005, the New York
City Council allocated $1.25 million to the Legal Aid Society and Legal Services of New York to
represent workers in UI hearings. The Council was persuaded by the argument that getting
workers onto UI benefits could prevent the descent of families into poverty—thus saving the
city money that would have spent on Medicaid, welfare and even emergency food programs
and emergency shelter.
While the city council funding represents a positive first step, a state wide program would be
the best way to increase representation in UI hearings. The state could follow the models
established in Illinois and Michigan, providing assistance to both claimants and small employers
who are unable to afford representation on their own. Not only would such a program make
the entire UI system fairer, it would make economic sense. When more deserving workers
receive UI, communities reap the benefits of increased spending and more serious and
potentially expensive problems like homelessness can be prevented. Ensuring representation
for small business (who are the least likely to be able to afford an unfair increase in their UI
costs) would make the program intriguing to a diverse body of legislators.
Chapter 2 – Reforming The UI Appeal Board
The UI Appeal Board is an independent body whose members are appointed by the Governor.
Through two levels of appeals (Administrative Law Judges and the Board), the UI Appeal Board
is responsible for deciding contested cases when either the worker or the employer appeals an
administrative decision made by DOL.
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With few changes in UI law, it is the Appeal Board’s rulings that set the contours of UI eligibility
rules in New York State. While the Appeal Board only comes into play in cases where a party
contests a decision, Appeal Board rulings are used to create the guidelines for DOL adjudicators
who make the day-to-day decisions on the eligibility of UI claims decided on their merits.

Appeal Board Trends
Either claimants or employers can appeal a decision made by DOL. In 2005, claimants were
three times more likely than employers to file an appeal of their benefits to the first level, which
is known as the ALJ level since Administrative Law Judges decide the cases. The total figures
indicate that ALJs denied 24,000 workers benefits because of adverse decisions on their appeals
compared to only 15,800 cases where ALJs ruled against employers.43
Those who are unsatisfied with an ALJ’s decision can appeal up to the appointed members of
the UI Appeal Board. The most troubling statistics appear at this “higher authority” level.
These UI Appeal Board decisions have the most precedent setting power. As Appeal Board
members are appointed by the governor, this Higher Authority decisions most directly reflect
the impact on the current administration.
As shown in Figure 6, there has been a dramatic shift in the impact of the UI Appeal Board.
Employers are now 4 times more likely than claimants to be successful when they bring a
second level appeal. The failure of claimants to win at the higher level indicates a consistent
trend towards a more restrictive interpretation of the law. Moreover, claimants are 3.5 times
more likely to file an appeal with the Appeal Board. Thus, the overall volume of higher-level UI
Appeal Board decisions is moving the interpretation of the UI law in ways that are more
restrictive towards workers. As outlined in section one, the success rate of claimants in such
contested cases decided by adjudicators has plummeted from 59 percent in 1984 to just 35
percent in 2005. The actions of the Appeal Board are helping to drive a trend that impacts tens
of thousands of UI claims each year.

Fair hearing problems and the MLC v. Sitkin consent decree
An administrative hearing is the only recourse available to workers who are unsatisfied with
DOL’s decision on their UI case. Workers face a structural disadvantage at
hearings.
Not only are employers more likely to be represented by an attorney or HR specialist, but they
possess an inherent credibility advantage over workers. In the face of such odds, claimants
depend on the Appeal Board to provide a fair review during UI appeals. The Board has fallen
short of this mandate.
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Figure 6 – UI Appeal Board – Higher Authority Success Rates, 1984-2005
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Source: US Department of Labor, ETA 5130 report

In 1983, the Appeal Board entered into a consent decree to end lawsuits contending that the
Board had not complied with the fair hearing requirements set out by federal law governing
UI.44 The consent decree settled four lawsuits (Barcia v. Sitkin, Municipal Labor Committee v.
Sitkin, Espinosa v. Sitkin, and New York State United Teachers, AFL-CIO v. Sitkin). The decree
identified a set of standards needed to ensure a fair hearing by the Appeal Board, and required
DOL and the Appeal Board to implement those fair hearing procedures45
The consent decree also requires the Appeal Board to use a checklist itemizing the procedures
to be used by ALJs and the Appeal Board during UI hearings. Known as the “E” checklist, this
inventory includes 32 detailed standards for fair hearings. As part of the agreement, the Appeal
Board agreed to use the checklist to review cases decided by ALJs.46 This data was to be used
by the Board to implement an amelioration plan to reduce the rate of violations by ALJs to a
level where the fair hearing rights of jobless workers were guaranteed.

What is a violation?
The violations spelled out in the “E” checklist all relate to fair hearing and appeal procedures
that ensure that claimants have a fair hearing, and are not wrongly denied benefits. For
example, Checklist item 4 establishes procedures for the ALJ to change the basis of a
determination in a UI hearing. Very often, the employer indicates to DOL that they are
challenging a UI claim for a specific reason (dismissal for absenteeism) and then comes to the
hearing with a new reason (refusal to accept a new work assignment).
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In a criminal court, this behavior is tantamount to the police arresting someone on burglary and
then the judge trying them for assault. Where the employer raises a new issue, the ALJ are
supposed to decided if there is a compelling good cause reason for making a switch in the key
issue at hand; and the fact that the employer filed the appeal for the wrong reason does not
suffice. And parties must be offered an adjournment to prepare for a case based on a
completely different part of the law and that require different forms of evidence than they had
previously prepared for. Unprepared, many claimants lose these “issue switching” cases. Too
often, ALJs put due process aside and simply adjudicate the case based on the new reason
provided by the employer at hearing. This is a violation of the proper role of ALJs—to conduct
an impartial hearing—and the Appeal Board is, all too often, failing to correct those fair hearing
violations.

Violation rates
The data from the tracking of violations indicate that the Appeal Board has fallen short in
meeting these basic standards. Based on the Appeal Board’s own statistics, about 20 percent,
or one out of every five cases brought is marred by a violation of agreed-upon fair hearing
procedures.47 The average violation rate for the bottom third of all ALJs in due process
performance is 30.8 percent. These violation rates are too high to satisfy the test laid out by
Federal judges in the Second Circuit, who required that the Board “provide full and fair hearings
to all claimants.” These violation rates come from a sample of cases. If the rates hold steady
51,000 hearings held in the system in 2005, about 10,500 claimants would have been subject to
fair hearing violations.48
In addition, the judge in charge of enforcing the consent decree ordered the Appeal Board to
changes it procedures for tracking violations because their coding procedures may have served
to depress the violation rate. One expert determined that the violation rate could be as much as
21.8 percentage points higher than what the Board reports. In other words, the actual fair
hearing violation rate could be twice what the Appeal Board is reporting.49

Amelioration plans
The Appeal Board must take a high standards approach to ensuring that these rights are
protected. While there are likely to be many approaches to the problem, the plaintiffs’
amelioration plan is one solution. Their plan would exempt the top performing ALJs (those who
perform within the average rate of the top third of ALJs) from remediation—but implement a
practice of continuous training and improvement for the rest of ALJs. This plan reflects the kind
of high standard to which ALJs should be held.
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Section V – Prudent UI Financing
UI benefits are paid out of a dedicated UI trust fund that is meant to be self-financing. Each
employer earns their UI tax rate based on its experience using the system—with employers who
lay off the most workers get charged the highest rate—a system known as experience rating.
Tax rates are increased across the board on every employer when the overall trust fund
declines. Both of these features are supposed to enable the system to recover the benefits paid
out of it. The experience rating rules ensure that each employer pays their fair share and the
trust fund variations enable each employer to contribute fairly to protect against the overall risk
of unemployment.
UI benefits vary widely depending on economic conditions, with the largest payouts coming
when unemployment rises. Thus the financing must be in place to build up reserves, so the
system can afford to pay its claims when the business cycle turns south. A solvent UI trust
fund has sufficient savings to handle an unexpected increase in unemployment without
borrowing from the federal government or rapidly increasing taxes. The U.S. Department of
Labor publishes two key measures of UI solvency, which judge the preparedness of the UI fund
to meet the unemployment needs of the state’s economy.
•

The Reserve Ratio or Trust Fund as Percent of Total Wages is a state's trust fund
balance as a percent of total wages paid to taxable employers for the past 12 month
period. Reserve ratios are useful solvency measures because they reflect the size of the
state's economy.

•

The Average High Cost Multiple (AHCM) compares the relative size of the UI trust
fund to the rate of benefits paid out during the three most recent high cost calendar
years (measured over the last three recessions or at least a 20 year history). The AHCM
is measured in the number years of such “peak” benefits that could be paid out of the
most recent end of year trust fund balance. The Advisory Council on Unemployment
Compensation, a federal advisory panel, recommended in 1995 that states maintain a
pre-recession AHCM of 1.0.50

A review of these statistics shows a consistent picture of poor UI trust fund solvency in New
York State. Even after a record-setting economic expansion through the end of the year 2000,
New York’s UI trust fund was among the least solvent UI programs in the nation. The fund was
unable to withstand the increase in UI payouts caused by the post-9/11 recession and has
remained at severely depleted levels through the most recent annual measures of UI solvency
(2005).
•

At the end of 2000, the state’s AHCM was just 0.3—meaning the fund only had enough
in it to pay four months of recession-level benefits. Only Texas and North Dakota had
lower solvency ratings at that point. At the end of 2005, the State’s UI trust fund was
still in debt to the federal government—leaving New York tied for worst with two other
states that were also still borrowing to pay UI benefits (North Carolina and Missouri).

•

At the end of 2000, the trust fund was equivalent to just 0.4 percent of total wages in
the state. This was the second worst level of savings among states in the country. At
the end of 2005, New York ranked dead last among all the states with a trust fund
reserve ratio of 0.0 percent.
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New York’s UI trust fund does finally appear to be crawling back into the black this year. At the
end of September 2006, the trust fund balance was at $459 million, a level that is likely to leave
the fund in black at the end of the year.51 Yet serious reforms are still needed to assure that
there will be sufficient reserves for the next recession, given the performance of the fund in
recent years. As Albany seeks to more responsibly address a variety of issues related to sound
fiscal management, so too must the state take a hard look at the financing of its UI system.
Clearly, the self-financing aspect of the system has not functioned. The insolvency of the fund
moved the state’s employers onto the highest tax schedule allowed by law. However, the real
tax rate charged to employers hardly budged. The effective UI tax rate in 2006 was 0.74
percent, which was virtually unchanged from the rate of 0.71 percent in 2002.52 The purpose
of this automatic tax increase was to bring the fund towards solvency before the next
recession—and this has clearly not occurred.

Increasing the taxable wage base is a key step towards solvency
The fact that the state sill has low effective UI tax rates even when the fund is in desperate
need of refilling can be traced to the low taxable wage base. The wage base is the maximum
amount of wages per worker that can be taxed by the UI system. The taxable wage is set by
law and has been level at $8,500 since 1999. New York’s taxable wage base is ranked 31st in
the country, even though its average wages are ranked 3rd. Thus, the static taxable wage base
has served as a form of stealth tax relief for employers in the UI system. In 1980, nearly 40
percent of wages were subject to UI taxes, compared to just 19 percent in 2004.
The impact of the low taxable wage base can be seen in the post-recession trends in effective
UI tax rates. There was a huge surge in UI benefits in 2002-2004. If the system were
effectively experience rated, we would see tax rates increase in 2005-2006 to “pay back” those
costs. Bu with the taxable wage base is so low, the statutory tax increases made little overall
impact on the fund. Because taxes are only charged on a fifth of the average employer’s
payroll, the system cannot adequately recover its costs even by increasing tax rates on those
employers who lay off the most workers. Part of the difference is passed along to the rest of
the employers in the state. Over the past two years, a federal tax penalty related to insolvency
has been equally assessed to each employer across the state regardless of its experience
tapping into the UI system.
New York’s experience stands in contrast to the other similar major states facing financing
crises (Massachusetts, Illinois and Pennsylvania). These states are now charging UI tax rates on
total wages that are as much as double their levels in 2002.1 Despite having one of the least
solvent trust funds in the nation, New York’s UI taxes in 2006 were just 0.74 percent which was
actually lower than the national average of 0.78 percent.53
A low taxable wage base is also unfair to lower wage employers and employees. For example,
an employer of an average wage worker ($50,000 per year) would only face taxes on less than
a quarter of each employee’s salary. However, an employer of a full-time minimum wage
worker—$12,000 per year—is charged taxes on 2/3 of their total wages. Such an employer
1

Massachussets' UI tax rate was 0.67% of total wages in 2002 and was 1.3% in 2006; Illinois’ UI tax rate was
0.57% in 2002 and is now 1.3%; Pennyslvania’s UI tax rate was 0.9% in 2002 compared to 1.3% in 2006.
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faces a much higher effective tax rate, even though their employees would qualify for far less in
unemployment benefits.

How high should New York’s taxable wage base be?
New York’s taxable wage base was increased to $8,500 in 1999, up from the minimum allowed
by federal law, $7,000. But this change did nothing to alter the long-term solvency of the UI
system.
Once has to look back to 1988 to find the last time that the state’s trust fund was at the
federally recommended solvency level of 1.0, a full year of recession-level savings. At that
time, the state’s taxable wage base was $7,000, an amount equal to 26 percent of the state’s
average annual wage of $26,000 per year. In order to base UI taxes on the same proportion of
UI taxes today, the taxable wage base would have to be increased to $13,800. A taxable wage
base at this level would better equip the fund to build back towards solvency and rebound after
a recession increases claims.
The best state laws index their taxable wage base, setting it to a fixed percentage of the state’s
average annual wage (between 50 and 100 percent.) In these 18 states, the taxable wage base
increases by a few hundred dollars each year. These states have had the most success
maintaining UI trust fund solvency.

Other financing issues
While the taxable wage base is the central issue involved in UI financing in New York State, it is
not the only one. New York UI taxes were reduced several times in the late 1990s. These
reductions came even though the state ranked very low in the national solvency rankings and
fell short of recommended pre-recessionary UI trust fund savings. The tax reductions that have
been enacted have mainly served to reduce UI tax rates on those firms that have few layoffs
charged against their accounts. These are known as positive-balance firms, because they have
paid more in taxes over the life of their firms than their employees have claimed against the
system. However, UI remains a mixed system of experience rating and social insurance, where
risk is pooled across the economy. If positive-balance rates are reduced too far, the overall
solvency of the fund is threatened.
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Conclusion
The problems of the New York UI program are inextricably linked. In recent years, the system
has spiraled downward with benefits becoming less adequate and the financing system less
solvent. The twin problems of providing adequate benefits to unemployed families and paying
them through a more solvent trust fund must be solved together.
Now is the time to solve these problems. Benefiting from the upturn in the economy, the state’s
trust fund is beginning to finally recover. The state’s trust fund balance stood at $459 million at
the end of September 2006, up from near-zero level of $168 million a year earlier. This positive
position opens up a window of opportunity to engage in a more serious discussion of UI policy
issues.
In recent years, Albany’s own processes have not produced a productive policy debate of the
serious challenges brought up by the program’s performance in recent years. Unfortunately,
the state disbanded its Unemployment Insurance Advisory Council, a labor-business group that
provided a forum for debating these very concerns. Hopefully, leadership from a new Governor
will jump start a process to engage all the parties with a stake in the future of the UI program:
labor unions, low-income communities, business and the legislature. Despite the obstacles to
success, the state must commit to making this investment in economic security.
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Appendix I
Table I.1 The Cost of Increasing Benefits:
Reform

Cost

Percent Increase

Maximum Benefit to $500

$211 Million

9.0%

Increase benefits for low-wage
workers

$41 Million

1.75%

Increase access to extended
benefits for retraining through
section 599 of the law

$18-$30 million

1.3%

Maximum Benefit Amount
An increase in the maximum benefit amount would only increase UI costs on those workers who are
currently receiving the maximum. According to figures tabulated by the U.S. Department of Labor 36.6
percent of all UI checks in FY 2005 (Oct 2004-Sep 2005) were paid at the maximum weekly amount.
That means 3.25 million weekly UI checks were cut at this rate in FY 2005—and would have benefited
from an increase.
Table I.2 – Workers Currently Receiving the Maximum – FY 2005
Number of Weeks of UI Paid
8,891,121
Percent of Workers Receiving the MBA
36.6%
Number of Weeks
3,254,150
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Benefit Accuracy Management Data, FY 2005
Increasing the maximum UI benefit to $500 per week would not increase costs of UI by $95 for each of
these workers’ checks, however. UI checks are equal to 1/26th of each worker’s total high quarter
earnings (equivalent to half of the average weekly wage in that quarter). So, if the maximum was
increased to $500 per week, a worker earning $880 per week ($22 per hour for full-time work) would
qualify for $440 instead of $405 under the current law.
Based on DOL data displayed in Table 3, just 53 percent of those receiving the maximum UI benefits
earn more than $25 per hour and would qualify for a new maximum weekly benefit amount of $500 per
week ($1000 per week divided by 2). Twenty-two percent of these earn $21-$25. Taking the midpoint
as an estimate, such workers would qualify for $460 per week on average, which is equivalent to a $55
increase. Finally, 25 percent of workers qualifying for the maximum currently earn less than $21 per
hour and these workers would only get a $10 per week increase after a maximum benefit hike. Cost
estimates are calculated by multiplying the number of weeks affected by the per week increase.
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Table I.3 – Increasing the Maximum UI Benefit Amount to $500 – FY 2005 Data
New
Average
UI
Benefit
$500
$460
$415

Percent
Earning This
Amount
52.9%
22.3%
24.8%

Per
Workers Currently Qualifying for
Number of
Week
the Maximum UI Benefit
Weeks
Increase
Earning more than $25 Per Hour
1,721,446
$95
Earning $21- $25 Per Hour
725,676
$55
Earning less than $21 Per Hour
807,029
$10
Total Increase
Current Benefits
% Increase
Source: US Department of Labor, Benefit Accuracy Management NY Figures, FY 2005

Total Payout
$163,537,323
$39,912,153
$8,070,293
$211,519,769
$2,353,449,000
9.0%

Based on these figures, an increase in the maximum UI benefit to $500 would generate $211 million per
year in additional assistance to working people. In percentage terms, this represents a 9 percent increase
in total annual benefit payouts. That is less than might appear given that it is nearly a 20 percent
increase in the maximum weekly benefit amount. This increase would go to 180,000 individuals based on
the current average duration of unemployment benefits.
Increasing benefits for low-wage workers
We propose giving workers who earn less than $5,000 in their highest quarter, a UI benefit check worth
1/22nd of high quarter wages instead of 1/25th. Those who earn $5,000 in their high quarter and thus
currently qualify for less than $190 per week in UI benefits represent one-quarter of all weeks of
unemployment benefits paid out in FY 2005. However, since these workers qualify for such low benefit
amounts, payments to these worker represents 12.5 percent of all benefit payouts made through the
year. The 14 percent increase proposed above would amount to a $41.2 million overall increase in total
UI benefits which is just a 1.75 percent increase to the total UI benefits paid in the state.
599 Program
In 2005, New York State DOL approved 4,173 claimants for a section 599.2 extension of benefits without
leaving a waiting list. In order to serve the 6,769 claimants approved for training in 2004, the state
would have needed $32 million available for 599 benefits (1.6 * 20). If the law remains unchanged, DOL
should have sufficient funds to provide it latitude to approve at least half of 599 claimants in a middemand year like 2004. DOL would have needed $38 million in 2004 to meet this standard. The reforms
to the law that we propose would likely increase the number of 599-approved claimants and the amount
of weeks received by each claimant, creating a need for an additional pool of $10 million.
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Appendix II – Recommendations for New Voluntary Quit Statute
The trends in denials make it clear that DOL is defining good cause in ways that are increasingly narrow. In
order to fairly provide UI in cases where reasonable New Yorkers decide to quit their job to deal with urgent family
needs, the quit with good cause statute should be amended to more clearly address these urgent needs. Moreover,
the Department should promulgate regulations to address major personal and family issues that impact job security.
Model legislation is displayed below.
Sec. 593 1. (a) No days of total unemployment shall be deemed to occur after a claimant's voluntary
separation without good cause from his employment until he or she has subsequently worked in employment and
earned remuneration at least equal to five times his or her weekly benefit rate.
(b) Good cause for voluntarily leaving employment shall include, but not be limited to, the
following reasons:54
(i) In addition to other circumstances that may be found to constitute good cause, voluntary separation
from employment shall not in itself disqualify a claimant if where circumstances have developed in the course of
such employment that would have justified the claimant in refusing such employment in the first instance under
the terms of subdivision two of this section or
(ii) or if the claimant where the claimant, pursuant to an option provided under a collective bargaining
agreement or written employer plan which permits waiver of his right to retain the employment when there is a
temporary layoff because of lack of work, has elected to be separated for a temporary period and the employer
has consented thereto.
(iii) A voluntary separation may also be deemed for good cause if it occurred where the separation
occurred as a consequence of circumstances directly resulting from the claimant being a victim of domestic
violence;
(iii) A disqualification as provided in this subdivision shall also apply after a claimant’s voluntary separation
from employment if such voluntary separation was due to claimant’s marriage where a claimant leaves
employment to accompany his or her spouse or domestic partner to a place from which it is
impractical to commute to the employment. For purposes of this section, “spouse” includes a person
to whom marriage is imminent;55
(iv) where the separation occurred as a result of a claimant’s inability to obtain childcare during that
shift for a minor child who is in the legally recognized custody of the individual;56
(v) where the separation was caused by the illness or disability of the claimant or an immediate family
member such that would cause a reasonably prudent person to leave her job. In such cases:
(a) the claimant must promptly notify the employer of the reason for the absence:
(b) the claimant must take all reasonable steps to preserve the employment relationship;
however, claimants shall not be required to accept an unpaid leave of absence in lieu of a job
separation;
(c) the illness or disability of the claimant or family member may be medically diagnosed or
shown by other competent means. The department shall request medical documentation of the illness
or injury it deems necessary from the claimant’s provider, and
(vi) where equity and good conscience demand a finding of good cause.
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